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ACTION ITEMS AND GENERAL COMMENTS:
1. Delta Vision Staff will determine how to involve the Delta Vision Levee Subcommittee with
emerging levee work groups for the BDCP and the Resources Agency.
2. Details on and environmental justice component to the Strategic Plan (Plan) will be included
in the next iteration of the Plan.
3. Steve Chappell and Rudy Rosen will draft language for the Plan to emphasize the broad
nature of the ecosystem recommendations as opposed to a “fish centric” goal for restoration.
4. SCG staff will send out a “Doodle” online meeting poll to determine SCG member interest in
holding a final SCG meeting early in the week before the October Task Force meeting.
DELTA AS PLACE COMMENTS:
1. Topper Van Loben Sels stressed the need to include the importance of a diverse agricultural
economy in the Delta at the beginning of the Delta as Place recommendations in the Plan.
Comments from Chris Schuering reinforced the need to put the importance of agriculture in
the Delta at the forefront of the Delta as Place recommendations.
ECOSYSTEM COMMENTS:
1. Topper Van Loben Sels commented that Sutter Island should be listed as high value on the
“Opportunities and Constraints” matrix
WATER SUPPLY COMMENTS:
1. Specific state and federal code sections regarding Winnemum Wintu tribal lands and Shasta
Dam should be submitted to Greg Young to assist in revising water supply recommendations
in the Plan
2. Greg Young will revise the water workgroup recommendations to reflect SCG concerns
about a potential expansion to the Shasta Dam.
3. Topper Van Loben Sels recommended that details on the water transfer process regarding the
willing seller/willing buyer concept continue to be developed in future iterations of the Plan.
4. Greg Young will ensure that the water supply recommendation regarding additional
resources for the SWRCB to enforce reasonable use restrictions in the Delta is included in the
Plan.
GOVERNANCE AND FINANCE COMMENTS:
1. Christopher Cabaldon suggested that the notion of “empowering” local government in the
CDEW Plan be further defined in future iterations of the Plan.
2. Governance and Finance staff will work to further define the role of the DPC in promoting
the economic development of the Delta.
3. Roberta Gulart suggested that language in the Plan referring to the proposed Delta
Conservancy be revised to avoid any confusion that it will not be part of the California
Coastal Conservancy.

